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H A Febrific Invasion
were breaking hard for the "UnshearedTHINGS. of the Wasatch" early in the week.

H First came a plague of black ante, and they were
Hf swiftly followed by Charles E. Van Loan and Tom

w O'Connor. But the Unsheared Sheep was not
H alone in his distress. There were others equally
M unfortunate, and the toast of "Success to Crime"
fl was unnecessary, for with such distinguished
H guests present the success was readily apparent.
H They left San Francisco on Saturday last, and
B while crossing the tawny sands between Wells
M and Ogden happened to think that Irvin Cobb,
M who was to join them on a trip into some of the
M wild west that is left in Wyoming, could not
M reach their meeting place until Wednesday of
H this week, so decided to come here. It developed
M after their arrival that the real reason for Van

j Loan's persistence in arguing for the Salt Lake
H trip came of a desire to make O'Connor submit
M to a hair cut, but the latter was stolid in his
M refusal, and they departed on Tuesday night after
M j . a happy inspection of the intermountain metrop- -

B olis and with a new idea of what it had to
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unpublished was taken the training Just with
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H offer. By same choice collection of
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in kidding, the chatter the

H the village reconteurs foregather still in- -

H the stuff of good old Charlie of
and the Joyful emanations

H that beneath the mane of
H one, T.
H With Man" and one of his friends,
H Mr. Stevens, of York, they are now worry- -

H ing the fish and the sage-hen- s that
H, had an idea they were preceding the in- -

H vasion of this of white hopes, out- -

Hf fitted like Maharajah's caravan, are
Hl three weeks' course in preparedness before the
H in an endeavor to get some

of the flesh they regretfully tell they
Hj lost. In all probability they will be by
Hl or two Lakers they to

low them Anybody who can
H them is entitled to the Victoria but there

B are those temerity to try it.
H will by w of city before
H the month is and when they do it is up

to the governor to Cut the guard.

B

All of the things that could be said about this
trio would fill larger than any one of them
has Without intending to single out one
of them at the present time, it is apropos to
quote some of the things recently said of Irvin

at a dinner recently given him in New
though not all of those who contiibuted

were present.
Arnold Bennett cabled from London: "Mon-

umental on a g stand, he is equally
interested in and in assassinations, and
he likes to wear his thinnest clothes in

His stories are always reliable, even when
they deal with the Britfch syar After an-

nexing Broadway, he took Belgium, and his book
thereon is history. He sees straight and writes
straight, and I am his friend and his

George A. Birmingham said: "There is noth-

ing m the world pleasanter than meeting nice
people, and by nice people I mean in the case
of men, d and entertaining
Women, to be really nice, must be good-- ,

looking. An author it is to this tribe that Mr.
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H A DISTINGUISHED GROUP AT TEN YEARS AGO

UH The above hitherto photograph at Gans quarters before his fight
HH September, 1906. Seated, left to right: Eddie Granep, world famous late Joe Barton W. Currp

Countrp Gentleman;" Charles E. Van Loan, under enchilada hat oriental pipe In left hand. Standing, leftKm to right: Tom O'Connor, In bophood (he denies It) Frank Mellotte, Larrp Honartp, Col. Joel L. Priest, Paul Cowlcs,
Dr. Plnkus, Gibraltar sometimes known as "Rainbow" Smith, Melville Dugan.
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Cobb belongs gives us the pleasure of meet-
ing him twice; meeting him twice, that is to say,
for the first time. I met Mr. Cobb in a train
between Chicago and Memphis, a vile train which
went through a very dull country. Mr. Cobb was
the one redeeming feature of the journey I had
him in my bag and I fought for the possession
of him with my wife. He was nicely bound and
there were more than 200 pages of him. The next
occasion on which I met Mr. Cobb for the first time
was at an afternoon party. It was quite as dull as
the railway journey until a foolish person in-

sisted on my making a speech and then on an-

other man making a speech. That shows how
dull the party was. Then the sama person,
turned suddenly wise, said that Mr. Cobb was
to tell stories, and he did. The party was not
dull any more. That was the second of my two
first meetings with Mr. Cobb. I met the author
and I met the man. There was no disappointment
about either meeting."

Wallace Irwin remarked: "Wo have long ap-

preciated the corn of the South whose bright
kernels, properly distilled, make brighter colonels
utill. Yet when before have we worshipped the

Cobb of the South? Here, surely, is all tho
brightness and all the stimulation and all the
nourishment which a fat land can given to a
lean and hungry world. More joy comes from
one Cobb than from 1,000,000,000 bushels of corn

and, although he is rare in one sense, in an-

other he may be ranked as the South's largest
output."

THE EFFICIENCY OF COURTESY

By B. W. Hamer.

The efficiency of true courtesy is more than
a hundred per cent.

Nothing returns a larger percentage on the in-

vestment.
The dividends are not only large and sure

but they are cumulative. I
There are unique features about an invest- - 1

ment in courtesy. The more we invest In it, the j
more we have left to invest again. Like an inex- - J

haustible mine, the more we take away, the larger
becomes the area of exposed ore.

Opportunities to invest in this security are
never lacking. Each opportunity accepted makes
the next one easier, and those with whom we in-

vest, pass on the investment to others, and a
portion of their earned dividend is always re- - t

turned to us, the original investor.
What foolish misers we are, then, when we

hoard up, within ourselves, our capacity for cour- - j
tesy, instead of investing it with our friends, I

with our business associates, and especially with j
our enemies with those who are discourteous to
us; for then the dividend takes the form of newly j
made friends, remodeled out of old enemies the
last work in returns-on-investmen- t.

Courtesy to others is demanded by our own 1

t.

Our failure to be courteous stamps us as be-

ing commonplace mediocre. Just anybody can
be discourteous. The commonest boor can be
that and usually is.

A gentleman or .gentle woman cannot be
discourteous and retain the title.

The choice lies with ourselves.
Why, then, should we deliberately do violence

to our self-respe- through discourtesy; and at
the same time miss the opportunity to score
heavily in dividends that always arise from the
courteous treatment of others.

We all enjoy the courteous words of our
friends, or of strangers. They please us, warm
our hearts, draw Us to them, inspire our confi-

dence and respect. Do they not?
Do we, then, wish to please others, and inspire

them with confidence and respect? Or not?
Life is a mirror, we are told. Surely, then,

it will faithfully reflect the courtesy or discour-
tesy with which we greet it. The courtesy we
give away is the courtesy we get back.

And, then, there is that comfortable feeling,
witljin ourselves, which courtesy brings.

HOES DOEUVRE

By John McColl.
A red rose between her lips, I
She danced by my table, I
Her body swaying sinuously, I
Her fingers merrily snapping I
Tho chattering castanets.
Her little feet seemed to be drifting
Along on the wings of the music,
Barely touching the floor,
Like honeysuckle falling in the moonlight.
She was the breath of Spain,
The incarnate spirit of Madrid.
At least so I would have thought,
If I had not known her name to be Lizzie Mc- -

Guire,
And that her mother kept lodgers in Hoboken.

The Parisienne. 1


